
‘And  to be  delivered  to the Lord  Richard Duke
of  Gloucester, the  other brother  . ..’

ANNE F. SUTTON

THE Two  YOUNGEST SONS of the Duke of York returned from  exile  in the Duke
of  Burgundy’s  lands in May 1461, travelling via Canterbury to London where
they were formally received at Billingsgate by the  Mayor  and Aldermen on  2
June.  They may have stayed at Baynard’s  Castle  with their mother and then
moved on to Greenwich to greet the new King, Edward IV, who arrived there on
12 June.1 On the night of 25 June and the following morning the vigil of the
Coronation, both  George and Richard were made knights of the  Bath.
Subsequently they attended the coronation on Sunday 28 June. On 29 June
George was made Duke of Clarence, on All Hallows, 1 November, Richard was
created Duke of Gloucester, and at some  date  before  4  February 1462  both  of
them  were admitted to the fraternity of the Order of the Garter.2 Apart from
such  few  known  dates  and events in Richard's life at this time, his education and
whereabouts are obscure. Some meagre details can be added from the two
enrolled  accounts  of the Great Wardrobe  that  survive for Edward IV, those  of
17 April  146]  to 28 September  1462  and 28 September  1462  to  4  April 1465,
during the keepership of George Darell.3

The Great Wardrobe, sited in the City of London south of St. Paul's had
the duty of supplying the King with clothes, bedding, furnishings, saddlery,
carriages, flags  and  tents, certain of his household with liveries, and other
persons with similar  goods  at the specific direction of the king.“ Under the  last
heading it supplied Edward  IV’s  siblings George, Richard and Margaret, with
goods 1461-5. Whether any or all of them lived as part of the King's household
some or all of the time is not known and is never stated in these accounts and
there is little detail on the  extent  of their individual households. The enrolled
accounts have all the disadvantages of being summaries of the more detailed
particular accounts  that  do not survive: they frequently run together  what  were
once separate entries and it is often not clear who made which goods, who they
were  for and where one group of items for one recipient starts and another ends.
The Exchequer, to which the keeper of the Great Wardrobe accounted, was not
interested in whether the Duke of Gloucester had a  velvet  doublet but only how
many yards of velvet had been given him and whether the Great Wardrobe had
paid for it to be made up. Above all the Exchequer wanted to know under  what
authority the goods had been issued and as  a  consequence encouraged a ‘belt
and  braces’ attitude  among the clerks of the Great Wardrobe towards their
warrants and indentures.
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It 1s clear that both  boys  had their own  attendants  and households though
they received  much, but not necessarily all, of their  goods  from the King's
Household, in  this  instance the Great Wardrobe. It 15 also likely that  Richard’s
household  was not  a  substantial one before the end of 14625 and was certainly
not as large as  that  of Clarence who  was, after all, the King’s heir.  They had
henchmen, youths of  a  like age and of  good  birth who were educated with them.
Clarence had four henchmen and probably Richard had the same number by
mid  1462  at least. Clarence also had  a  herald and two footmen; Richard had
”servants unspecified.  6

In the account covering 17 April  1461  to 28 September  1462  Richard and
George each received at an unspecified time three  gowns  of  green  cloth, crimson
and murrey in grain7 respectively. George also received several more lavish
garments, his henchmen were clothed, and he had ten  horse  harnesses and a
stool  delivered.8 The irritating method  used  by the clerks to summarise the
particular account does not allow us to be certain  that  some of the other items
that appear to be for George are not in fact for Richard, or indeed, for neither of
them. Nor can we be certain where either they or their  sister  Margaret  were
housed on a permanent basis.9 It seems likely that  both  George and Richard
were fairly frequently in each  other's  and the King's company. The Great
Wardrobe recorded the carriage of necessities for the  King’s  brothers ‘to
Greenwich where Edward was not  only before his Coronation in June  1461  but
also before his parliament in November.  Other  goods  for them went to
Westminster, where  either of the same events might have taken the brothers,
‘and  elsewhere’!  More interestingly carriage  was arranged for two packs of
stuffs for all  three  brothers to Leicester where Edward is  known  to have been at
Whitsun  1462, remaining until the first week of July. Certain items for all three
of  them  were cered with wax to make them waterproof — possibly with
campaign conditions in mind for Edward was originally planning to go North at
this time to proceed against Margaret of Anjou in Scotland and the Northern
castles still held by Lancastrians. Margaret retreated, however, and the castles
surrendered.lo

By separate indentures of 30 September  1462  both  Clarence and Richard
acknowledged receipt of large parcels of  goods  at various  times  during the
accounting period ending on the vigil of Michaelmas. Clarence’s was the largest,
a total of twenty—one lines of the enrolled account compared to Richard’s fifteen
lines.“ A  detailed analysis  shows  that some of the indentured goods had been
received for events as long ago as June 1461. Richard received  cloth  in grain,
puke,l2 other  dyed woollen clothes and also  lengths  of blanket, kersey, frise,
motley and kendal.” Furs  were  ermine, miniver (including over fifty-sei/en
timber of miniver  pure") and  a  lavish supply of sable including forty-eight
backs.  Sable  was the  most  expensive fur available, 'its dark, lustrous pelt
particularly suitable to set off  elaborate  cut velvets and cloths of  gold.  Marten,
second-best to  sable, was also lavishly supplied: 211  backs, 115 wombs (bellies)
and 494 polls.  There  were also half  a  timber of tavelons of  bogy shanks and
some bogy, black lamb skin and a little  white  lambskin.” Nine pieces of plain
coloured velvet and  over  one piece of velvet  upon  velvet cloth of gold'6 as well
as a piece of Lucchese baldekinI7 went  to the Duke. The satin and damask of
silk may have  made him  gowns, jackets  or doublets and the  satin  and tartarin
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may have been used as linings. Buckram interfaced the  clothes,  and holland was
used to line them (this could then be taken out and washed). Linens of
Champagne, Flanders and Brussels made such things as shirts and  sheets.  One
‘hatband’ was supplied as well as ribbons and laces of  silk, gold  ribbon from
Cologne, buttons, tassels and girdles of silk and gold, and gold fringe.l8 Some of
the velvet, the miniver and the tassels and buttons of gold must surely have
supplied Richard with his mantle and hat of  estate  as Duke. At  a  lower level he
received hose of puke and kersey, a pair of  chausembles,  seventy-four pairs of
shoes, ‘pynsons’, ‘botews’, a  pair of ‘botyns', five pairs of pattens, and two pairs
of thigh-boots.l9 He had two  Cologne  hats, twenty-nine bonnets in grain and
thirty-five without, as well as seventeen single bonnets without grain, dozens of
points to tie  hose  to doublet, bedding, one Irish mantle,20 fur gloves, twelve
bowstrings and heather brushes. Last but not least one harness (i.e.  a  suit of
armour) completes this list of  goods  acknowledged on 30 September  1462.
There  is no  reference  to Gloucester’s  servants  or henchmen in this delivery but
the large number of  shoes  (76 pairs), bonnets  (91) and the  52’].  yards of frise
supplied  suggest  strongly that  some already existed. Certain  other  items in the
list can be ascribed to  a  particular use, such  as the roll made of the pith of rushes
which was almost certainly to stuff the brim of Richard's  ducal  hat of estate.2l A
saddle ‘in the old  fashion’ with a ‘harness’, another gilt saddle, and  a  sword and
belt and white sheath are all comparable to goods received by Clarence and
must relate to the ceremonies which made  them  knights of the Bath. A sword in
a  white sheath with a belt twined round it was carried before each prospective
knight of the  Bath  in the procession  that took  them to the King for the actual
dubbing ceremony.22 In an entirely separate place, with the insouciance that is
typical of the order of entries in  a  Great Wardrobe account, it was recorded that
the two Dukes  also  received coifs to wear during their knighting.23

During the period covered by the next Great Wardrobe  account  two details
are lgnown of Richard’s activities. On 27 August  1463  he and Clarence, in the
company of the Archbishop of Canterbury, arrived at Christ Church Priory,
Canterbury, the King having already arrived on the twenty-fourth.  They
attended certain services in the Cathedral and presumably also  attended on the
King.“ At some time in the year  1464-5  Richard was to be found at the
Collegiate  Church of St. Mary, Warwick, offering at the high altar probably in
the company of the Earl and Countess of Warwick, Lord  Fitzhugh  and Lord
Hastings.25 Neither of these events are reflected in the Great Wardrobe
deliveries.

The account for 28 September  1462  to  4  April  1465  shows  a  John Horsey
making three gowns for the Duke of Gloucester while  John  Pires26 made him six
gowns  of velvet in several unspecified colours and others of kendal, russet27 and
puke  lined  with  satin. Pires also mended a collar of one of the  Duke’s  doublets
and made him a black velvet jacket. Also supplied were two pairs of hose of
sanguine cloth in grain, two capes of ray,28 fifteen coverchiefs, six pairs of
sheets, three pairs of blankets, a ‘bagge’, a gown  and  a  saddlecloth  both  of
kendal cloth, a tippet29 of velvet and  a  tabard of puke lined with satin.

Again deliveries to Richard were  less  than those to George.  Both  brothers
and their sister Margaret made formal indentures of receipt of  goods  on 20
March  1465: George’s  goods take up sixteen lines of script, Richard’s thirteen
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and Margaret’s ten.3o Clarence is receiving goods  for himself, four henchmen, a
herald  and footmen." For the first time Richard’s henchmen are mentioned and
other servants.32 The woollen cloths, furs, silks and linens he received are of the
same type and in similar quantities as he received  l46l-2.  The small amount of
sable (23 backs) received this time is easily compensated with 686  backs, 78
wombs and 166 polls of marten, besides three mantles of bogy polls and one of
shanks, and  some ermine and miniver. Two winters fell within the period of this
account. Gold thread came from  Venice  and Genoa, linen  from Holland,
Flanders and Brussels. 128 pairs of shoes, as well as boots, ‘pynsons’, hose and
pattens, were supplied, one pair of black sp_urs and seven pairs of gilt ones,
eleven hats of colour, seventy bonnets in grain, and fifty without. Two  covers  of
tapestry work, two Irish mantles, eighteen deer skins, four dozen bowstrings, a
leather bow  case, twelve  arrowheads, cloth  sacks, trussing coffers, a  ‘chafer’,
four saddles and  a  variety of gurthes, bits, pastrons, trainels, reins and halters
all indicate a small riding household.33 From anothér source we know the
Duke's  household also included minstrels for  they were  at Stratford  upon Avon
during 1465  together with those of the Earl of Warwick." No  doubt  their livery
is hidden among the goods supplied by the Great Wardrobe.

A household such as this would have  been  suitable for a thirteen-year-old
Duke  about  to take up his place  within  a  larger household of a tutor  —  in
Richard's  case the Earl of  Warwick.  By Michaelmas 1465 the Earl was receiving
financial recompense for the expense of the exhibition' of the Duke and we
kqgvgsthat the Duke was at Warwick at some time in  1465  with the Earl and his
M c.

It remains to note one curious  omission  from  these  two accounts. Nowhere
do they record deliveries related to Richard’s admission to the Order of the
Garter which we know  took  place before  4  February 1462  because  on  that  date
the King authorised the placing of his helm, crest and sword in St  George’s
Chapel, Windsor. In  contrast  the Duke of Clarence received 230 small
embroidered  garters  (two  years supply, plu_s  ten, for powdering the annual livery
surcoat of  a  duke), and one large garter of ‘ruddeur’ with  a  shield  in its centre
showing the arms of St. George to wear on his mantle, not part of the annual
livery but part of the special insignia of the Order. A great banner was also
stamped ‘de armis  domini  Clarencie’ for Windsor Chapel.36 Perhaps the
recording of the Duke of Gloucester’s garters and banner was delayed and they
appeared in the next account which  does  not survive, or he.received them by
some  other means. *

NOTES  AND  REFERENCES
l.  Anne  F.  Sutton,  The  Return  to  England  of  Ricfinrd  of  Gloucester  after  his  First  Exile,  The  Ricardiun,  vol.  3.

no. 50,  September I975, pp.2l-2.  C. L.  Scofield.  The  Life  and  Reigh  of Edward I  V.  London  I923.  vol.  I.
p.l78. '

2.  Scofield,  vol.  I,  pp.l82-4,  2l6. ‘
3.  Public Record  Office,  Exchequer Enrolled Accounts.  BM [6,  ms.53-54d,  55-56d.  All  words used  in  (his

article  to  describe items  from these  accounts  are the  English  translations used  by the  clerks  of the two
surviving particular accounts (written  in  English  unlike  the  Latin  enrolled accounts) oflhe  Yorkisl  period  for
HBO,  and  I483-4.  For  George,  Hare"= see  Anne  F.  Sutton  and P. W.  Hammond.  The  Coronation  of Richard

III.  Gloucester  I983,  p.332. Robert Cousin  was  clerk  of the  Great  Wardrobe  at  this dale  and  probably did

most  of the  work;  he  himself  was  keeper l465-l476. 0. .
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For the  Great Wardrobe under  the  Yorkisls  see Sutton and Hammond, pp.47-73.

Richard‘s servants  and  henchmen  are only mentioned in the  second account.  It is interesting to note too  that

Margaret is  never  credited with any servants  in either account and the  amounts  of goods she  receives  are

never  large enough to suggest that  servants  are being clothed. There  is no indication whether she was

attached  to  a  great lady (much as  Richard  was put into the  household  of the  Earl  of  Warwick  by the end of

I465) or whether she had  a  lady governor allotted to her in her own  household.  Her age and sex  would have

separated  her  from  her  brothers.

E36” 6,  m.$5d.  See M. A.  Hicks, False, Fleeting, Perjur'd  Clarence.  Gloucester 1980, pp.20-26  for an

assessment  of  Clarence's household  at this  period  using these  enrolled accounts.  He attributes only two

henchmen  to  Clarence (pp.2l-2) but the  accounts  are  specific  as to the  number  being four  (m.55d).  The

number  of  Gloucester‘s  henchmen is unfortunately not given, but both  Dukes  had  received similar deliveries

of 4 while  bonnels  before their indentures of 20  March [465  and it  seems possible  both  sets were  for similar

purposes.

In grain  =  fast dyed  in grain, the  kermes  insect, producing scarlet, crimson, violet and  similar colours.

E36I/6,  m.53d.  The  horse-harness  are,  however  ‘slrays‘ on  m.53.

It is unlikely that they lived  together  however  small  lheir households.  The  education  of two  boys  with  three

years difference  in their ages  would  not have been at the  same  stage and initially Richard's requirements  may

have  been  much  simpler  than  Clarence‘s.  Dr.  Hicks,  op.  cit.  p.20,  suggested that the boys and  their sister
Margaret (3  girl  of IS  years) were  all  housed  together in a lower at  Greenwich  on the  evidence  that  such a
tower  was noted as  furnished  by the Great Wardrobe during the accounting  period  of  I46l-2  (E36l/6,

m.53d)jusl before several entries  for lhe two  Dukes.  The way these enrolled accounts were  compiled makes a

mere  juxtaposition of  entries  :1  very unreliable foundation for any argument. The  text  nowhere  states  the

tower is for the  Dukes  and Margaret. The tower is given as consisting of a hall,  a parlour  and six chambers,

all  furnished  with worsted hangings,  a  staple, serviceable furnishing material of moderate  status. Such
accommodation might  conceivably have been  considered  sufficient for the  King‘s  heir,  second brother  and

servants  for a few days when  they first arrived  at Greenwich in  June  I46],  but it is  hardly credible  they and

their sister could  have stayed there any length of time, or umil  September [462  as Dr.  Hicks seems  to be

suggesting (p.2l).

E36” 6, m.53d.  Hicks, p.2l, suggests  that  ‘they were usually at  Greenwich  and not with the  King' but notes

the goods going to  Leicester. Scofield, vol.  I.  pp.226. 245 and  n.5, for  Edward  at  Leicester  in  1462  and

Clarence joining him  there, pp.246-9  for the northern  events.  V

E36l/6,  m.54  for Clarence, ms.54—54d for  Richard. Compare Margaret‘s mere  nine lines of goods by an

indenture of  receipt  of 20  March I465 also recorded  in the l46l-2  account (m.54d) —— presumably because

the goods had in fact  been delivered before  28  September I462. This indenture  is not the same as another one

of  Margaret‘s  of the same  date recorded  in the  l462-S account.  For the use of  such indentures  see  Sutton  and

Hammond,  9:50'

Puke  =  fine woollen  cloth.  its  colour  usually between  russel  and black.

Blanket = white. undyed  woollen  cloth.

Kersey =  woollen cloth originally from  Kersey,  Suffolk.

Frise  =  coarse, woollen  cloth with a  nap.

Motley =  woollen cloth woven  from already dyed  yarn.

Kendal  =  woollen  cloth, originally from Kendal, Weslmorland.

A  timber = a  bundle  of 40  skins.  Miniver was the white  belly fur of the Baltic  squirrel;  when  ‘pure‘ it had had

all the fringe of grey fur  removed.  It was a  rather old-fashioned  fur by Richard's  day but  used  for  ceremonial

purposes  as  a  mailer of  tradition.

Tavelon = bundle  of  4 skins.  Bogy = imported  lambskins. From  the  place-name, Bougie, North Africa.  Bogy

shanks  were  the fine  black  leg skins.

Velvet  upon  velvet cloth  of gold = a cul  velvet  (with pile a!  more  than one height) woven with  a design  in

gold  thread.

Baldekin  =  a  very rich cloth  of gold, originally from Baghdad. but a  speciality of  Lucca  in the fifteenth

century.
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Venice, Lucca and Genoa  were  the  great  suppliers of  gold  thread at  this  date. It was also  made  at  Cologne.

From this thread  gold ribbon, fringe, corse,  me...  could  be  made  by London siikwomen. A“ such  goods  could

be sold by weight,  because of the  gold content,  or by length.

Chausembles = soft footwear,  e.g.  slippers. Pynsons  =  stockings or  gailers.  Botew =  a low boot.  Bolyn  = a
high  boot.
Clarence and  Margaret  also received  Irish  mantles in mes: accounts. They were heavy and exceflenl for
keeping out the rain.
Compare  Sutton and  Hammond, The  Coronation  of Richard III.  p.l58.
Ibid,  pp.28-29 and  plate  8. See also Hicks. pp.2l-2.

EJGllé, m.53d: after entries for the  King’s Stable  and  work  on the  stage  in Westminster Abbey for \he
coronation. and  before  the  total  of this section of the account. Coifs are also to be seen in the  plate  cited in

n.22.

W. G. Searle (ed.). The  Chronicle  of John  Stone  I4l5-7l.  Cambridge Antiquarian Society Oclavo
Publications  I902,  p.88. The  emry is slighuy ambiguous giving Clarence as  arriving ‘cum franc sno‘ and it is
conceivable that Edward  is meant. See M. A. Hicks,  pp.25-6, for a  suggestion that  both boys were in (he
Archbishop‘s household at this date.

Hicks, p.26,  citing Warwick,  County Records  Office,  CR26/4. p.69. 1 am most  grateful  to Mr.  Farr,  the
County Archivist,  for supplying me  with  a copy of Ibis cmry and  explaining me problems of its
interpretation. It is not possible to be sure of the date of the  occasion, only that  Richard, with  or  without  the
other  persons  mentioned,  was at  Warwick  in  5  Edward IV.
John Horsey also sewed for Clarence. Neither he nor  John  Pires  have been identified from  readily available

printed sources.

Russet was an up and  coming cloth  at  this  dale,  produced especially in Colchesler. It was  often a blue-grey
colour. See R. H.  Brilnell,  Growth  and  Decline  in  Colchesler.  ”00-1525,  Cambridge  I986, p.l64ff.
Ray =  striped  woollen  clolh.
Tippet  =  a  small  cape.
Margaret's indenture  is on  m.55d  (other goods  for her are  scattered through  the second account as  they are
for Clarence and Richard). Her  indentured  goods  include more  variety of  linen than  the boys‘, for head-
dresses, elc.: 'umple'. 'cipres‘,  lawn  and ‘nifles‘. She also receives relicules, a pair of ‘egges‘ to border the hem

of  a gown.  and some 'tyre corses' (braids  for head-dresses or clothes generllly).  galoshes  and a lot of  luggage.
Her furs  include ‘cryslygrey‘(bwwngrey squirrel), calabre  (squirrel),  and ‘mynkis‘ (mink). See E. M. Veale,
English  Fur  Trade  in the  Later  Middle  Ages.  Oxford  I966, glossary,  for these and  other  references to  fur.
E36l/6. m.55d.
lbid.  m.55d. .
Chafer  =  chafing dish. Paslron  =  a  hobble. Trainel  =  pan of  a  horse‘s  harness, probably a  hobble.
Hicks, p.26.

F.  Devon  (ed.),  Issues  of (he  Excheque  .  London I937. p.490. Charles Ross,  Richard  ”I, London  l98l,  p.7
and n.9 for the  opinion that Richard  is  unlikely to have  been  in Warwick‘s household  before  I465. And see
Hicks. p.26. ‘

Scofield,  vol. I. p.2l6. Elias  Ashmole,  The  lnslilulionx.  Laws  and  Ceremonies  of.  .  .  [he  Order  of the
Garter.  London  1672, p.2l4,  for the number of  garters allowed  10  knights according to their rank. E36116,
ms.53, 55d,  Clarence's  garters  were recorded  under  his  indenture  of 20  March  I465  (m.55d). The Great

Wardrobe had the special duly of  supplying the  apnual Garter  livery and the  mantles  of lhe new  knights:
these two  accounts, however, only record the livery for  l46l  (blue  cloth)  and I462 (scarlet)  (m.53).
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